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From Karandikar and Schnack, APS 1996.

Project requirements were defined by consensus.
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There was also a customer list.

• ITER Joint Central Team

• US fusion experimentalists

• Alternate concept designers and experimentalists

• System code designers for tokamaks

From “Poster 1” (Schnack?) APS, 1996



Initial formulation drew from then-recent (‘96) code
efforts of members of the multi-institutional team.

• Two-fluid time-advance: QIP, DMOM (Barnes & Nebel)

• Finite elements: moving triangle code (Glasser)

• The two had not been assembled previously.

• Availability of adequate algebraic solvers was not known.

• The algorithm centered around a wave-like implicit formulation for
the change in E at low frequency with effective susceptibilities from
equations of motion.

• Prior to implementation, 1D tests and analysis showed
incompatibility between the temporal and spatial representations.
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Revisions and Enhancements
• Early development pushed forward with implementing the flawed
algorithm in 2D FE proto-codes to meet milestones.

• In parallel, new algorithms were considered, analyzed, and tested.

• The “R” part of this code R&D effort made the original detailed
planning obsolete.



The actual milestones for the project are a record
of continuous enhancement and improvement.

• Initial E-based implementation was explicit, used linear elements
and curvilinear coordinates based on the mapping. (Summer ‘96)

• The first cg preconditioner used LAPACK direct solves in each
block, and implicit equations were added.

• MPI for grid-block decomposition, 2-fluid susceptibilities, toroidal
geometry, and n≠0 were added at the start of 1997.

• Analysis and tests before Sherwood ‘97 convinced us to switch to a
B- and V-based expansion.  We subsequently switched from implicit
to si.  Tblocks were added.

• V. 2 added multiple Fourier components, FFTs, nonlinear terms,
P/C advection, ILU & block-based line Jacobi preconditioners.



Milestone record (continued)
• Neoclassical closures based on flux-surface averages were added in
1998 starting a research effort on closures.
• Layer parallelism and regularity conditions followed a code
reorganization to improve modularity.
• Global parallel line-Jacobi was added after a bug fix in the block-
based version led to improved effectiveness.
• SI anisotropic pressure diffusion added--’2D’ algebraic systems.
• V. 3 added arbitrary-order quadrilateral elements in ‘99-’00 to
reduce divergence errors and improve accuracy.
• Matrix-free cg solves allowed ‘3D’ Hermitian algebraic systems.
• Number density evolution was completed in ‘01.
• More recent: SuperLU in ‘03, start of implicit leapfrog for 2fl in
‘05, and matrix-free GMRES in ‘06.



Kinetics modeling also required research.

• Particle-based closures have been a long-term goal.

• Recent significant developments are paving the way.  [DCB
will give an invited talk on this at APS.]

• Minority hot-particle kinetics had been used in M3D, but not with
high-order finite elements.

• Nonlocal CEL closures are without precedent for 3D plasma
computation.



Conclusions

• Applications have driven development from the beginning (and
they are the best judge of effectiveness).

• NIMROD has been around for a while, but it has never become
stagnant.

• There is always room for improvement.

• Plasma (and enabling tech.) computationalists have been
willing to make them.

• Team effort has been (and will be) essential.


